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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:   BEN SCHLOTTMAN       
Thursday, July 16, 2015       
 
 

Q.  How did your round go today? 

 

BEN SCHLOTTMAN:  Wasn't my best, didn't hit very good shots, but I kept it in decent 

scoring, 4-over, first event.  I was really nervous the first few holes so it wasn't too bad. 

 

Q.  How did the golf course play today?  What was the hardest part, was it the heat? 

 

BEN SCHLOTTMAN:  You know, I don't think it played very hard today.  There are definitely 

scores out there.  I was just kind of uncomfortable on the first few holes and never really got 

in any kind of groove, didn't putt well.  Hit some good iron shots, though, so I'm looking 

forward to building on that tomorrow. 

 

Q.  What are you going to work on this afternoon that you think is going to help you 

into tomorrow? 

 

BEN SCHLOTTMAN:  Yeah, I'm going to go hit a few drivers.  I think I hit like five fairways 

maybe.  Got to get the ball in the fairway out here in Bermuda rough, never know what's 

going to happen out it of.  Just going to work on a few drivers, a few irons and I'll be ready to 

go tomorrow. 

 

Q.  What was it like playing in your first PGA TOUR event? 

 

BEN SCHLOTTMAN:  Oh, it was a lot of fun, I had a great group with Arjun and it was really 

cool talking to them, hearing everything that they have to say, learning from them, so I'm 

excited to do it again. 

 

Q.  I noticed when I was following you you had a lot of your family out here today.  

What did that mean to you? 

 

BEN SCHLOTTMAN:  Yeah, it was nice to have them out here, have some support.  Kind of 

feel bad playing poorly in front of them, but that's how golf goes sometimes. 
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